Proc. R. Soc. Med. Volume 60 May 1967 pity, therefore, that in parts the book is needlessly repetitive, at times uncritical and at others verging on the anecdotal. But these criticisms are minor and the faults difficult to avoid in works of multiple authorship, even with ruthless editing. The up-to-date material, with its extensive documentation, is bound to be of great interest to all those concerned with human reproduction and for this reason can be recommended strongly.
G I M SWYER
The Clinical Apprentice A Handbook of Bedside Methods by John M Naish MD FRCP and A E A Read MD FRCP 3rd ed pp v+236 illustrated 21s Bristol: John Wright 1966 This small book is intended to fit the pocket and to be used by students starting clinical medicine. It still maintains its comprehensive nature while covering all that is required in terms of clinical measurement when dealing with the patient.
An interesting feature is the differentiation between the examination of the chronic and of the acute case, with the emphasis in the acute case on reaching a diagnosis as soon as possible. The emphasis is on practical aspects throughout and especially on common difficulties and problems. One of the difficult things in clinical medicine is to describe techniques and skills adequately and this volume succeeds in doing so.
The approach to the patient has not been neglected and it is interesting to see that etiquette receives some attention. This appears to be more necessary now than at the turn of the century and perhaps it could be expanded a little in the next edition. The chapter on examination of children and infants is succinct and yet comprehensive.
For those students who do not have a guide from their own schools about the first steps in clinical medicine the present volume will fill an important need and all students could read it with profit. J ANDERSON Fundamentals of Gynecology by Samuel J Behrman MB chB MS FRCOG FACS FACOG and John R G Gosling MD FACS FACOG 2nded ppxiv+484 illustrated 88s New York &c.: Oxford University Press 1966 Radical revision for this second edition makes it a worthy representative of the 'new wave' of gynwcological textbooks. It is refreshingly free from the minutiae of craft training and attempts to deal with gynaecology as an integral subject in basic medical science. Anatomy, endocrinology and genetics are given due prominence and the whole is lavishly spread with clear and original diagrams. So free is the text from technical detail that the one lapse into surgical illustration of two procedures for anteversion of the uterus lend unfortunate emphasis to this rarely needed operation. The clarity of the labelling technique of photomicrographs of histology is excellent, in contrast to the occasional less than clear photomicrographs of pathology.
The recent references are well chosenthe more historic occasionally betray sentimental attachments to beliefs which sometimes do not bear modern scrutiny, and if it is intended that the book should be used for reference the index requires amplification. Despite these shortcomings this is a book entirely in keeping with the teaching of fundamental modem gynecology, an excellent offspring of international parentage.
CHARLES P DOUGLAS
The Clinical Practice ofBacteriology by Kevin Anderson MD MRACP MCPA MCPath pp x + 243 illustrated 42s Oxford: Blackwell Scientific Publications 1966 This is an excellent straightforward account of clinical bacteriology by an author who does not believe that a hospital bacteriologist should spend all his working day within the confines of his laboratory. In Dr Anderson's view, if the medical bacteriologist is to practise his specialty adequately, he must maintain close contact with the patient and his colleagues and must become an accepted part of the hospital scene, instead of making rare appearances as the harbinger of some dire bacteriological emergency.
This book is an account of how this should be done. Diseases are discussed in groups, such as staphylococcal infections, gastrointestinal infections and urinary tract infections. There are separate sections on clinical contacts, immunization, chemotherapy, collection of specimens, hospital infection and an appendix on sterilization. Dr Anderson has drawn freely on his own extensive experience to illustrate the points that he makes. It is not intended to be a textbook of practical bacteriology and much of the technical information found in such a book has been left out. While this makes for easy reading by either a bacteriologist or a clinician, it detracts from its value as a reference book.
R A SHOOTER
The Management of Head Injuries by Walpole Lewin MS FRcs(Eng) ppviii+318 illustrated 60s London: Bailliere, Tindall & Cassell 1966 This is an excellent book on the management of head injuries written by a neurological surgeon who has had a special interest in this subject for many years. During World War II, he had a vast experience of missile wounds, as well as of the closed injuries encountered in military practice; and after the war, his association with the accident
